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ABSTRACT
 
This research report presents an afialytical investigation of the 
influence of viscoelastic shear modes of 'asolid propellant motor-oon the 
torsional dynamics of the parent launch vehicle 'system. The equations 
of motion which describe the behavior of the propellant in pure shear 
are derived from the theory of elasticity 'with athe propellant 
mathematically modeled as a thick-walled hollow cylinder. The resulting
 
general solution of the governing Bessel's equation is then evaluated
 
for free-free, free-pinned, and pinned-free boundary conditions. The
 
frequency determinant is also established for the same boundary condi­
tions. A correspondence principle is invoked to obtain the associated
 
propellant frequency characteristics in the viscoelastic regime. The
 
composite system problem consisting of the combined propellant and
 
launch vehicle components is then developed using Lagrange's equations
 
for dissipative systems with coupling constraint conditions expressed as
 
Lagrange Multiplier relations. Smalldaping assumptions are made, and
 
the problem is expressed in matrix form. A frequency scaling technique
 
is used to circumvent the singularity problems which arise in the
 
solution of the system eigenvalue problem due to the presence of the
 
Lagrange multiplier relations. A simplified experimental technique is 
then employed to verify the method of systems analysis. 
Application of the analysis to the torsional dynamics of a con­
temporary axisymmetric launch vehicle with a small solid propellant 
segment attached as an upper stage is presented. Comparisons of system 
dynamic characteristics for the assumptions of elastic, viscoelastic
 
and rigid propellant inertias are provided. Results indicate the
 
necessity for considering propellant shear flexibility about the
 
rotational axis of symmetry in assessing composite system dynamic 
response to oscillatory torsional excitations during flight.
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LIST OF SYMBOIS
 
A listing of all major symbols used in the body of this report is
 
contained in this section.
 
al,a2,a 3 ,a4 Coefficients
 
anCi Modal coefficients and generalized coordinates
 
alk Coefficients of Lagrange multipliers
 
Modal time dependent coefficients
 
AB Coefficients
 
e Exponential 
F Body force per unit volume, 
Dissipation function 
G(vz) Transformed viscoelastic shear modulus
 
Go Shear modulusat zero frequencyh
 
G1 Shear storage modulus
 
G2- Shear loss modulus
 
GF Elastic shear modulus, thick-walled cylinder
 
h Thickness, thin-walled cylinder
 
IFn Generalized inertia-propellant nth mode
 
Iy.i Generalized inertia-vehicle jth mode
 
n
in Bessel's function of the first kind of order 

JLV Rotational polar moment of inertia, vehicle
 
kn Propellant modal damping coefficient
 
KlK 2 Coefficients
 
2Propellant length
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viii 
L Vehicle length 
MF Generalized mass, propellant nth mode 
p(r) Circumferential shear deflection at the rth station 
Pn(r) Nth shear mode 
Tn(r) Nth shear mode normalized 
qk Generalized coordinate 
r radial coordinate 
Ri Cylinder inside,radius 
R6 Cylinder outside radius 
s Vehicle longitudinal coordinate 
t Time 
T Kinetic energy 
u Vector displacement 
u~v Arbitrary variables 
U Potential energy 
u Vector 
Yn Bessel's function of the'second kind 6f order n 
Z(x) Rotational. mass, moment of inertia 6±"the vehicle 
a44 Trigonometric functions 
§ Mass density, propellant 
.V Del operator 
G, Exponents 
YrCP Shear strain 
Eigenvalue 
Scaled eigenvalue 
p 
Ps 
CP 
Trv 

we 

CDv 
Subscripts
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F 

ij 
g,h 

n,m 
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Superscripts
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Circumferential deflection
 
Density, thin-walled cylinder 
Angular coordinate 
Shear stress
 
Natural frequency
 
Elastic natural frequency
 
Viscoelastic natural frequency
 
Vehicle angular displacement
 
Elastic element
 
Propellant
 
Modal coefficient range, vehicle
 
General modes
 
Modal coefficient range, propellant
 
Viscoelastic element
 
Length index
 
General modes
 
I. INTRODUCTION
 
Various analytical methods have been developed for examining the
 
dynamical behavior of viscoelastic propellants to include the effects
 
of temperature and pressure [i-4l],angular oscillation effects on
 
ablation [], thermomechanical bebavior during cyclic loading '61, free 
and forced nultiaxis vibrations [7-18], and 'other dynamic phenomena 
[19., 201. In short, the viscoelastic cylinder, casobQnded at its outer 
boundary to an elastic cylihder; has been rigorously treated analyti­
cally for a wide range of significant boundary conditions and motion 
characteristics. These analytical methods deal in general with highly 
idealized structures, but have application to'launch vehicles wherein 
the solid propellant motor is the prime mover. Even so, Baltrukronis 
.[21] has pointed out the lack of well-founded methods to quantitatively 
evaluate the contributions of the propellant to the dynamic responses 
of the composite structure. Achenbach [22]'also has stated that the 
interaction of the combustion process and the mechanical vibrations of 
the solid rocket should be further investigated. 
An equally important interaction is that arising in launch vehicle
 
systems where small solid propellant rocket motors'are used in upper
 
stages of launch vehicles in which the main stage is liquid-fueled. In'
 
this case the solid propellant prior to its ignition is generally
 
treated as a rigid body in analyzing the overall vehicle modal
 
characteristics. Otherwise, the coupled system.thus described has
 
received little attention in the literature. The rigid body simulation
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of the solid propellant, however, is not thought to be sufficient for
 
analysis of the vehicle system response to oscillatory torsional
 
excitations which can occur in the flight profile. The purpose of the
 
present paper is to investigate the torsional response characteristics 
of a more realistic launch vehicle system comprised of a long elastic 
thin-walled vehicle cylinder containing a concettric v-isoelastic solid 
propellant upper stage attached over a short 'portion of the,elastic 
vehicle cylinder. Comparisons of the response frquenciesand mode
 
shapes of the total system for various assumptions concerning the visco­
elastic cylinder are presented. The primary value of the investigation
 
lies in the fact that the majority of the work done to date involving
 
elastic and viscoelastic cylinders with application to solid propellants
 
has pertained to the solid propellant and its boaded container per se
 
without relation to the overall systems problem.
 
As pointed-out by Achenbach 25]:, analytical methods for determina­
tion of propellant dynamics are important, not only to ensure propellant 
structural integrity, but also to provide information on propellant 
natural frequencies and mode shapes for analysis of the complete launch 
vehicle dynamics. It is a problem in this latter category to which the 
present investigation is addressed. 
As previously mentioned, while the dynamics of solid propellants
 
have been examined considerably in the literature, natural vibration
 
characteristics of propellants in twist or torsion appear to have
 
received the least attention.
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There have been some recent works, however which treat the torsion
 
problem well. An example is the work by Kelkar [24] which provides a
 
closed-form solution for a hollow elastic cylinder bonded to a thin
 
casing of a different material. Three-dimen'sional elasticity theory is
 
utilized, and the approach represents a higher degree of soph stication
 
than torsional solutions such as Achenbach's [25] which involved only
 
one displacement component.
 
Other investigators such as Sann and Shaffer [26] and Baltrukronis, 
Chi, and Gottenberg [27] performed elastic transverse vibration studies 
for layered cylinders in which two displacement components were obtained.
 
Since the problem under consideration, however, is one of total vehicle
 
torsional response in which the encased propellant represents but one
 
entity, it was important to survey the literature for studies pertinent 
to dynamics of vehicle systems. It was found that even when launch 
vehicle systems have been considered, attention has generally been 
directed analytically and experimentally toward modes of vibration and 
response characteristics which do not pertain to torsion [28-53]. 
Matrix methods for discrete mass launch vehicle representation are, of
 
course, plentiful and practical since such vehicles are generally
 
composite axisymmetric bodies, discontinuous with regard to distribution
 
of physical characteristics along the axis of symmetry. (An example is
 
provided in reference [34].) While many analytical methods exist for 
motion analysis of such vehicles, using single beam discrete mass 
representation [35] as well as branched-bean methods [561, recourseto 
discrete analogies and numerical methods of solution via computer are
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commonplace; therefore, existing analogies will be used for the dis­
continuous elastic cylinder portion of the system inveftigated herein.
 
Governing equations for the pure shear natural modes and 
frequencies of a thick-walled'cylindrical prqpellant are derived from 
basic linear elasticity theory considering free-free, free-pinned, and 
- pinned-free boundary conditions. A dynamical corresporidefce principle 
is then used to obtain the natural frequencies in the viscoelasti6
 
medium. The short viscodlastic cylindrical propellant- long elastic
 
cylindrical vehicle system is coupled through the use of Lagrange
 
Multiplier constraint relations. Lagrange's equations.are then used to
 
develop the totrnl system eigenvalue problem. Variations in the elastic
 
restraints at the viscoelastic disp - elastic cylinder interface then 
permit system dynamic characteristics to be examined on a parametric
 
constraint condition basis.
 
The eigenvectors obtained define the modal coefficients of the
 
component modes which are subsequently used to establish system modes
 
at the composite system frequencies. The analytical method thus
 
developed is sufficiently general to handle a wide array of linear non­
homcgeneous systems of equations wherein the physical dynamics problem
 
includes elastic or viscoelastic elements separately or in combination.
 
As previously mentioned, the method has particular application to the
 
launch vehicle system problem at hand,
 
A simplified disc-shaft experimental model used to verify the
 
'methodof systems analysis is discussed, and analytical system natural
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frequency characteristics are compared against the experimentally
 
determined data.
 
The method of analysis is then applied to a characteristic launch
 
vehicle. Elastic,viscoelastic,and rigid propellant shear modes are used,
 
respectively,in combination with launch vehicle torsional modes to pro­
vide a comparative study as to the effects of such propellant
 
assumptions on launch vehicle system torsional response characteristics.
 
II. DERIVATION OF THEORY
 
The approach taken in solving the systems dynamical problem is to
 
first develop the dynamic elasticity solution for the propellant segment
 
(figure 1) in a pure shear mode. (Justification for the assumption that
 
the propellant segment behaves in pure shear is provided later in the 
,discussion of the theory application to a launch vehicle. ystem 
problem.), 
Both the elastic and viscoelastic propeflant dynamic characteristics 
are developed in the present chapter. -
Pure Shear Elasticity Solution
 
The tangential equilibrium equation for plane "problems in polar 
coordinates is [37]. 
- t1 
RP 2_ +(2- -1-
The body force per unit volume, F9, can be-expressed"for the shear 
problem as
 
d 2 p  FT = -_ - (2-2) 
but p = cpr, thus 
Fq = -brp (2-') 
Now, making the assumption of pure shear motion, substituting relation 
(2-3) into (2-1), and simplifying, the governing equation becomes 
6 
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dO DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENT CONSIDERED BELOW 
PROPELLANT CROSS-SECTION
 
FOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL
 
2 
S+ dp 
!, / / 
dr 
dO 
Fet io/ 
-Figure 1.- Propellant section coordinates. 
5r 2 (P - 2 - r r (2-4) 
Expressing the shear stress in terms of the shear modulus,
 
Trp= GFrp(2-5) 
and it can be seen from figure I that the shearing strain is 
j r.r (2-6) 
Therefore
 
tt r(2-7) 
Also 
- (I2 (2-8) 
Making the substitution of relations (2-7) aid ,(2-8),into (224) and
 
sinplifying, the governing equation takes the form 
62-- 4 " ° (2-9) 
Now p . cpr, and if it is assumed that the cylinder oscillates with 
undamped harmonic motion, p(r,t) = p(r)e:cut, and the first order 
derivative of equation (2-9) is obtained as 
aT r~.p p :tt/ r1 6P t 
= r 2 1re P =et - ) (2-10) 
where for the sake of brevity, z= p(r~t) and p = p(r) here and in 
----
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the following development. The second order derivative of (2-9) is
 
developed from (2-10) as
 
2 2
r p ;pP r
___ _P Tr =r ctI" p2 rr 9) (r 11;T + 
-
+ 2rp e p"2 r2 

Also 
=1P- _eq) '(2-12)-Jew t P 

-r r
 
Making substitution of relations (2-10), (2-fL), and (2-12) into
 
equation (2-9), and multiplying through by e-ift results in the
 
differential equation
 
+ 2P + L +. 2 (2-13)
2 2 2 3r r r r3 r r GF r 
which can be simplified to
 
p" + + (D 0 (2,14)r GF r 
Making the substitution W2 'A into (2-1k) yields 
p + + - =0 (2-15.) 
rr
 
which is precisely the Bessej's equation of first order with parameter
 
A, for which the solution is
 
p(r) -- '.(r)+ BY(?(r) -1 (2-16) 
10 
The physical boundary conditions for the free-free natural mode 
investigation are that the shear vanish at r = R. and r = Ri; 
therefore, 6,l = 4 = 0 (by equation, (2-7)); hence dp = p(ry 
6r Ri 2r Re dr r 
(by equation (2-10)); thus 
dpj p(RO) dp p(Ri) 
re Ri Ri 
Substituting equation (2-16) into the outer and- inner radius boundary
 
conditions of (2-17) yields
 
A f'(W0 ) + BY±'(XO) = ---- (2-18) 
Affl'(Ai) + BY'('Ri) = VR i) (2-19) 
Substituting for p(Be) and' p(Ri) in equations (2-18) and (2-19.) in 
terms of the exact solution (2-16) and rearraqnging, the resulting set of 
simultaneous equations is 
A '±P\BO) - J0\o) + B[Yj($R0 ) :' YlJ(v%)] 0, 
A, lt(TR) - J1 + B l 1 - . Y Ri 0 (2-20) 
Now the recurrence relations for Bessel f'unctions include the followi-ng: 
n n - nJn(7) (2-21) 
where -n indicates the order, and 3, the argument. Also 
Yn-l(x (2-22)
- ) -nYn(X) 

Making substitution of (2-21) and (2-22) into (2-26)', the resulting 
set of equations, simplified and expressed in matrix form is 
0- (2'2) 
AiJo(:Ai) 
­ :l(Mi) )iyo(oai) 
.:B)- 2Yl(Ti) 
The system of equations (2-23) had a solution other than the 
trivial solution if, and only if, the determinant of the coefficients 
is equal to zero. The resulting secular equation for the roots An is 
thus 
{)nRoJ6(MR) 
- 2J1j(Mo][NnniYo(An±. - 2YlQ \Ri] 
nRoYo( ) - 2Yl(M o] [?nRiJ0 (ARi) - 2Jl(3\Ri 0 (2-24)-
The mode shape can now be developed with the boundary conditions 
expressed in terms of the Bessel's functions. 
Substituting equation (2-16) into equation (2-19) for p(r) 
evaluated at r = Ri yields, after simplifying 
oJY i)] (2-25) 
or 
12 
'[-zi -Y1 Ii)] 
- jM 
A =-B ly i) Jf(X~i)J.(?\i1(2-26)
ARi
 
Thus the mode shape.(2-16,) eliminating the arbitrary constant A i6
 
Y t( ) - (__i)"
~i ,
 
p(r) YB - -, -. Jj(X) (2-27) 
or after use of equations (2-1) and (2-22)'and further simplifying5 
(2-27) becomes 
p(r - T( RJo(C i) - 2J1 (?Rj)}Yl(;\r) - [ i o( j - 2Yi( )JI( 
(2-28)
 
where
 
?RiTo(Mi)1 -2JTl(hi)
 
and since B is arbitrary, we can choose "it such tbat B = 1. 
The mode shape normalized at r = Ro takes the final form 
(r[M o(?±J) -2-l(7{iJ Yl(r) - [±Yo',(Mi) - 2Yl(Mki]J±(Nr) 
ARiJo(M I ) - 2J (ARi)1'10\% ) - [RiY0 cm - 2Yl(\Ri)]Jl(?R )o

(2-29)
 
Thus the free-free motion of-the elastic propellant segnent is
 
completely defined by equation (2-24) for frequencies and (2-29) for
 
mode shapes.
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Before proceeding to the viscoelastic solution for the propellant, 
brief discussion of three appendices related to the propellant modes is 
in order. General frequency and modal relations, for which equations 
(2-24) and (2-29) are special cases, have been included in Appendix A. 
Other boundary conditions described by selection of proper coefficients 
in these general relations are pinned-free and free-pinned: shear mode 
conditions. Orthogonality conditions for the free-free modes are 
developed in Appendix B. Also; an alternate method of solving ex­
pressions (2-24) and (2-29) using asymptotic approximations to the 
Bessel's functions is provided in Appendix C. This method of solution 
to the problem at hand was.developed specifically for an early stage 
of the analysis and,to the author's knowledge, does not exist elsewhere
 
in the published literature. It should also be pointed out here that a
 
computer program has been developed for thib investigation to solve..
 
relations (2-24) and (2-29) and is included ±n Appendix E. 
Returning to the present analytical process,, it is next.required to 
establish the viscoelastic natural motion description for the pro­
pellant in shear. Equations (2-24Y and (2-29) Will be used in this
 
development.
 
Viscoelastic Solution
 
I is well known that various means can be employed to obtain the
 
viscoelastic solution directly from the elastic solution provided
 
certain criteria are met such that the dynamical correspondence
 
principle applies. Although many quasi-static problems have been
 
solved through the use of Laplace transform techniques. few classes
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of dynamical problems have been solved via correspondence principles.
 
As is pointed out in the literature [38], Fourier transform techniques
 
have been employed for some dynamical problems . with-inversien of the
 
transformed solution after substitutibn of viscoelasticmoduli ofte
 
being quite difficult. Fisher and Leitman [391 have developed, a 
correspondence principle which utilizes the Fourier transform technique
 
and which applies to the propellant natural motion being considered
 
herein. The authors provide an analytical proof for the .hypothesis
 
that if the elastic mode shapes of simple free vibration are dependent,
 
upon only one relevant relaxation functiqn, .the'viscoelasticmode
 
shapes are the same as those developed for the 'associated elastic
 
material (specifically, those described by equation (2-29) in the
 
present analysis),, and the frequencies are related by the expression
 
1 + GO- (2-30). 
where
 
a = viscoelastic natural frequency
 
we = elastic natural frequency established by equation (2-24) 
Go = the zero frequency, (or elastic) shear moduius
 
and
 
which is the transform of the viscoelastic shear modulus. Equation
 
(2-50) evolves from the following considerations. Using the notation
 
of [39]. an operator LG is defined as 
-1.5
 
L g(x,t) = G&g(x,t) + 6(s)g(x,t-s) ds (2-31)
 
0
 
where GO = the shear modulus at zero frequency and G(s-) is a real­
valued differentiable function on (0,) whose derivative G(s) is
 
absolutely integrable. Also, the integral G(wv) is defined as
 
G(v) f &(s)e'"s ds (2-32)
 
For solenoidal motion of a homogeneous isotropic viscoelastic
 
solid, the governing equations can be written as
 
2u
 
-LGVx (Vxu) = -6t2 (2-33)
 
where u is the displacement function and
 
-,GO G+ z)

G = the shear-function =
 
26 
Now if simple free vibrations are assumed, where the definition of 
simple [391 for solenoidal motion is 
V *i 0 
then u(x,t) = f(x)ei)vt, and by making use of equation (2-31) and 
(2-32), (2-33) becomes 
280 "/2 f,(x) 0 (2-34)
V2f(x) +~Go + Z(cuV) 
16,
 
Also for the elastic regime, if 
f(x)eiet describes a simple free
 
vibration,
-the resulting equations of motion are
 
(2-5)f(X)+, 2 (x  = 0 
Subtracting (2-35) from (2-34) andi simplifying yields
 
I + (2-36)
 
which is the same relation as -(2-30)' and means that for a simple free 
vibration, the mode shapes of .She viscoelastic solid are the same as 
those of the associated elastic 
 olidaaA th&frequencies are,Irelated
 
by (2-36). Note that K(v) 4s the 
Fqurier transform shear.modulus
 
and we seek the value in the frequency ,domain such that the
 
relation (2-36) is usable in its present form. 'Row it has been
 
shown that for many filled and unfilled polymers,-the storage and
 
loss moduli, GI and G2, respectively may be replaced in the 
expression G(o1,-)= Gl(c)+ ic2(m7 ) 
by
 
= (2-37)
 
and
 
G2 = K~vz (2-38) 
where 
K1 and K2 are constants and K and -e are exponents.
 
It has also been shown that for specific frequency ranges of­
interest, the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus is quite small,­
implying small damping. The assumption,will be made at this point,
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therefore, that the loss modulus may be neglected. Therefore, replacing 
G(o )- in expression (2-20) with the storage modulus G1 from (2-21), 
one obtains
 
2 
 KlwvK
 
=1+ -- (2-39) 
Note that frequency dependence of the viscoelastic shear modulus
 
is retained with the complex component neglected. This implies that
 
the analysis hereafter is viscoelastic in the sense that the shear
 
storage modulus is frequency dependent, but is quasi-elastic in the
 
sense that damping is neglected. Thus, the free-free propellant shear
 
motion description is complete, with elastic eigenvalues, A,
 
established by relation (2-24), and elastic frequencies determined by
 
me2 =-5
 
Viscoelastic frequencies are given by relation (2-39), and viscoelastic
 
(as well as elastic) propellant modes are established b equation (2-29).
 
It is now necessary to develop the systems pioblem by deriving the '
 
governing equations which couple the 'viscoelastic propellant segment
 
to the launch vehicle cylinder. This derivation is contained in the
 
fd1lowing chapter.
 
III. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
 
To this point, we have developed the propellant free-free normal
 
mode solution (2-29) and the viscoelastic frequency expression (2-39),
 
both restated here for the purpose of continuity
 
= EA(r) -R 2J1 (?ARj)] Yj,?.r) - §XR±Y(Th.) 2Y1 R)]3Qr 
[A~joV - 2J1 (?\R1 )] Y1(.R 0) -.[xViY (XE) - 2Yi&';R.)jJiQVO) 
(2-29)
 
v 2 l (2'-39) 
These mode And frequency expressions will be used in the develop­
ment of the systems analysis which follows. In order to develop the 
governing equations of motion which describe the system dynamics, we 
will require four basic elements which are as follows: 
(1) Propellant free-frbe natural modes in shear 
(2) Viscoelastic prope-llant frequencies
 
(3) Vehicle elastic freb-free natural modes and frequencies in
 
torsion
 
(4,) Appropriate physcal constraint condlitikxs which couple the
 
propellant and vehicle modes together. 
A graphic description of the system physical compoients is provided in figure 2. 
The approach used in developing the coupled system problem is the
 
convenient Lagrange's equations method, with the equations expressed 
in the ,general form for dissipative systems
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PROPELLANT CASE 
ATTACHMENT TO
 
STRUCTURAL SHELL
 
AT' VEHICLE sth STATION 
PROPELLANT - -
SEGMENT 
ROCKET MOTOR 
NOZZLE ROCKET MOTOR 
'CASE 
PROPELLANT
 
SECTION UNDER 
SHEAR 
-VEHICLE 
TORQUE 
Figure 2.- Launch vehicle system physical components schematic.
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t 
where L. = the Lagrangian = T (the total system kinetic energy) -
U (the total system potential energy)
 
= dissipation function (velocity dependent) 
= Lagrange multipliers 
a k = coefficients of the Lagrange multipliers 
Dissipation has been considered in order to make the solution more 
general, even though damping has been considered as negligible in the 
previous propellant dynamics development.
 
Now the Lagrangian requires development of the system kinetic and 
potential energies. The kinetic energy per unit volume for the
 
propellant segment in shear is 
1 .2
 
, p d. (3-2) 
Now p in (3-2) can be expressed in modal seriesiform ad
 
P T pnr (3-3) 
n 
where 
=i a " 
•n n 
Therefore, integrating over the propellant volume, ZrdrdO, the 
propellant kinetic energy becomes 
21
 
FE aopn( dr 
RB 
'In 1 
or 
0 
• 2 
=icief r 7n Pn(r) adr '(3-4)
JR, In n n 
FF 
Also- the kinetic energy of the launch, vehiele can be expresseds-as 
TLN = Z(x) OLV(xt)2 ­ -(3-5)
 
- 0 
Again, modal series representation of the angular deflection e 
in. (3-5) will be used, that is 
OLV = E t(s) (3-6) 
where
 
- i e 
Therefore, making substitution of (3-6) into (3-5) yields
 
TLV = 2 Z(x) t (sj ax 
The total system energy is obtained by adding (3-7) to (3-4), or 
T = AZ5 Ro rr anP~Pn(rj 2 d + L Z(x) c i 2 dx 
0(-8) 
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Now the potential energy in shear of the propellant per unit volume
 
can be written as 
UF 1. (3-9)0 T, 2 Trp 7rV, 
where the volume is lrdrde as defined before. The shear stress T 
has been given in relation (2-7); as ­
-CPF Tr 
Also, from relation (2-6), the shear strain y is 
Y rT 
Substitution of (2-6) and (2-7) into (3-9) and integration over the
 
volume yields 
2U 2sff R0%G (r4) rdrd6f 
or 
UF=-G F r -a- dr (3-10) 
But ye 'haveshown in relation (2-10) that 
(-2reti -(F P r2 
and by relation (3-3) 
23
 
gn pn(r) 
n 
'Therefore
 
;r- p, In(r) (3-12) 
n 
where, the prime indicates differentiation with respect to r.
 
Making substitution of relation (3-3) and (3-12) into (3-11) yields
 
r E -Pn( (3-13)%PntrvZ% r )
Z- = T o -" a)n rn 

n 
Now substituting (3-13) into (3-10) and simplifying results in
 
2 
UF G r rp'(r) a dr 
n 
' (3-14) 
which is the final relation for the potential energy,of the propellant.
 
The potential energy of the launch vehicle can be written as
 
UL = ~ V dx (3-Z)ULv= 2,oJ'J0, - (xt)2 

But in (5-6) we had
 
Therefr(s)
 
Therefore 
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/-7 t7 () (3-16) 
i 
.Substituting (3-16) into (3-15) yields
 
U 3J,, GL0 -(T i (B . (5-17)ULV 2 LV L 
The total system potential energy is obtaine& by'adding relations.
 
(3-14) and (3-17) yielding
 
R r T% n (r) aa p rU Il F 
 in , 

+ JLV GLV fi( s]' dx-

Thus the Lagrangian, L can be obtained by subtracting (3-18) from .
 
(3-8) or
 
L F fR° rL0 a pn(cr2 dr + Li . ]2F r n p ir] 
Rn,
i nPn'(r) a - r-(1% r'z - n 
1 J, GL , q (s d (3-19) 
-- 0, 
1 25 
Now- the dissipation function at propellant radius r, assumed to 
be velocity dependent is
 
CJ (r) = K p(r,t)2 (3-20) 
where K = k the damping coefficient (3-21) 
-n 
and from (3-3) 
=7p
n pn(r')
 
n 
or 
n := n(r)n 

n 
Substituting (3-21) and (3-22) into (3-20) and integrating over 
the radius of the propellant, the dissipation function t becomes 
2 f R 
=nl o ' kI F,,t(r)] ar (3-23) 
nnin 

Now the constraint relations which must be satisfied in coupling 
the propellant to the launch- vehicle at the common interface at Ro 
are that displacements and stresses be compatible. The mathematical
 
statement of the displacement condition expressed, in Lagrange 
multiplier form is 
-(3-24)X,[p -R0GLV1=0 
Now making substitution of the modal form relations (3-3) and (3-6) for
 
the propellant and launch vehicle deflections, respectively, ytelds 
26
 
SPn'(Ro) - Ro (s 0 (3-25)i 

Also, the continuity of' stresses across the interface can be expressed 
as 
,.[Ror -r, e0 IV] a(3-26) 
where ,Ro is obtained from relation (2-7), evaluated at r = , 'or' 
00 
or
 
T R G(3-27) 
0 Tr=R0 
But since modal form series have been used, we can evaluate
 
by using,(3-13), or
 
Tr-r=R
 
( ° n
R n n r n V (3-28)_ 
r=R n -

Substituting (3-28).into (3-27).and simpiifying yields
 
= (Ro) (3-29) 
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Now the shear stress T on the launch vehicle side of the inter­
face is in equilibrium with the inertia of the launch vehicle, or
 
T 8LRo0h M Ps )V (3-30) 
By substitution of the modal expression C3-6) for weLV 
obtain
 
"e_ = 0h5p %js) (3-31) 
Substitution of (3-29) and (3-51) into (3-26) y-elds
 
?2 Z nGF - ' -Roh. 
(3-32) 
Equations (3-19), (3-23); (3-25), and (3-32)nowt rovide all the 
essential elements required to develop the system .governing equations; 
by performing the indicated operations of (3-1) on these four 
relations in the generalized coordinates qk = am, cj, the" 
following equations are obtained. For qk = am 
21tl ° r[Zn Pn(rj Pm(r)- dz 
I nr
±1G RkR(r )] 
 Cr) 
-Y ? Pn(H 
 + p '(r) Pm(-R) d 
(3-33)
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and for qk = 
z(x) (x)
dx
 
- GLVjLV L i J(x) dx - %ZRo (s) 
- ?,Roh2 , (S) (-34) 
Relations (3-25), (3-32), (3-33) and (3-34) completely define the
 
coupled systems problem. In order to simplify and render solvable this
 
system, recourse to orthogonality conditions in the component modes is 
necessary. These orthogonality conditions are 'derived for the 
propellant cylinder in Appendix B,. and the elastic vehicle cylinder 
orthogonality relations are,also given therein. 
Equation (3-33) can be initially simplified by expanding the 
second integral to 
2 TcG frn i fr(pt Pn)nPm dr]rn Pn/ 
(where it is understood that the p's are functions of r only and.'
 
that the upper and lower integral limits are Ro and Ri
 
respectively). Integrating the first of these expanded integrals by 
parts by letting
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r%(p Pn u pm'di' dv 
r pn Pn d P vM 
then we have 
R 
r'- i~ I - r< n pm~dr (3-56) 
The first term vanishes identically at the limits by virtue of the 
free-free boundary conditions (2-17). 
Now using the D.E. of motion (eq. (.2-14)), we have after
 
rearranging
 
+
PnIF _ _ a Pn (3-37)
 
where the W are the viscoelastic frequencies of the propellant 
obtained from (2-39). 
Making this substitution into equation (3-36), we have 
d rrPn Pm dr = 2n rpm Pn + p r -f 
(3-38)
 
Now, substituting the right side of relation (3-38) into equation 
(3-35) for the first integral an& expanding the second integral, we 
have 
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L0)
2cZl. ,a 8 rP P. dr + Pm Pn' d r _- dr 
f
nf 
!Pf Pm dr + PnPmdr (3-39) 
which reduces to
 
2i18a 2 Lan fP dr 
Appendix B relation (B-9) indicates that a value exists only Then
 
m = n. Therefore, for all terms of the series when m n, 
227cZ8 Mn Lanfrin dr 0 
n 
and for m =n 
2 r ndr = . 22*,28 an Ian 
n n 
where on is the viscoelastic component frequentycy.. 
Also, it can be.shown from more orthodoZ orthogoialityproofs 
that the second. integral Of equation (3-34) reduc~s to 
cm i2 for i j (3-4) 
where wj is the elastic component frequency.
 
Now simple harmonic motion in the generalized coordinates an and. ci 
has been assumed. Making use of this fact and relations (3-40).and
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(3-41), it can be shown that relations (3-33) and (3-34), after 
,some simplification, reduce to 
n 2 - (2)k + ± kp 2(r) r + ,2 Ro GF '(o) ­2Ro n J, in nR) 
o
+ Ro ?l p(R ) =0 (3-42-)
 
and[ 
h 2+7 2 
ci1V 1 0 'i's' 2 0 
i (t2 + 2\ + l R (\ Ro CO(s) 0 
(3-43) 
R
IF=
where 

n n 
and co is the coupled system frequency. 
Recasting equations, (3-42) and (3-43) to separate system frequency 
elements from natural component frequency elements, 
a 2 Ra
 
IF to R2 o k Pn2(r)dr o = nR 
+Ro GF n F­
+Rn (ne) + R0 P( 0 )% (>44), 
and
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C +Rhh s ± e]L 
. 
-R 0 1 (s) 
(3-45)
 
Also-, the constraint relations (3-25) and (3-32) can be rearranged
 
- o 
c c e ) as follows(remembering that a e and 
nRp(R 0 ) R c (S N 0 (346) 
and 
R~ph %(S) 2' a-ERr 0p'(On I 
2 ' R o Ij- % 
(3-47) 
of the-Neglecting the second term of equation (3-4 ) lhich is the damping 
(3-44) through (32.47) can be ,expressed'nth propellant mode, equations 
conveniently in matrix form as 
,h[MI [M] L [N] ce..o.,. 3 ­
where [M] and [N] are partitioned matrices as fofllows f 
IF 'F I 0 0 . . 0 010[ 1 
IF 0 0 * .0 fo 0 
IF 0o 0 I . . 0 o 0 
0 sIl 
. o IM 1-l. o% 1 
S 0 . o o po , 
o) o s s I Io 
0, . .... (-h 
(3-49) 
and 
2 
0FO 
0 0 .. 0. I0oO 'r o -0~ -R.0 
ENJ= 
0 
0 
IN 
0 
°9 
- .DI 
IF 
4 
I 
-
oI 
W 02 
kw± 
I 
p0 (a0 ) R 
)I 
C 
I •I I 
-ols 
0 
- 0-
0 
0, 
( ]
RJni) 
E _.o,,(n,<) 2 ' 0 
_ o -(o-
.p n 
F 
n 
(I-ono ... 
- 00 
h 
-
I 
0 .I 
-0 
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and 
0 
a 
a
 
n
 
0 
- 1 
'1 
It should be noted that equation (3-48) represents a coupled
 
viscoelastic-elastic system, because as was stated in equation (2-3)
 
the propellant frequencies, )n. are now viscoelastic frequencies.
 
Equation (3-48) is quite general, however, and for the matrices as
 
defined, zn could be either elastic or viscoelastic frequencies.
 
It is important to note here one specific advantage of having
 
selected the Lagrange Multiplier technique. The use of Lagrange 
Multiplier constraint relations permits the necessary boundary 
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conditions linking the viscoelastic cylinder to be satisfied on the
 
sum of the modes. (rather than on individual modes such as is required 
in the Rayleigh-Ritz method). This artifice allows the use of free­
free modes and the attendant simple boundary conditions to describe the 
viscoelastic cylinder shear motion. Various slopes of this tylinder at
 
the bonding surface can thus be examined parametrically. The effect is 
analagous to permitting a rotational spring to exist at the interface. 
It should be observed that the order of degeneracy of the systems 
problem matrix is increased by the inclusion of the multipliers, but 
this affords no difficulty to the problem,solution by modern 
computational equipment. 
Solution of System Equations -

It can be noted that presence of the rigid body modes and the
 
Lagrange multiplier relation causes singularity of both matriees [N] 
and '[M], respectively, thus ,precludingsolution of the eigenvralfle,, 
problem in its present form.' An,alternate,form [-reference 41], for the.' 
problem is obtained by scaling the eigenvalues as'follows: 
Equation (-48) can be written as
 
[[M - [N] + [TIM'] - [0 - 0 (3-52) 
where y is a constant scaling factor.
 
Factoring and rearranging relation (3-52) yields
 
[ ] 1 
[N] (y = _1 [N + TIM] y) =0 (3-53) 
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which is valid for
 
2 
T>-1
 
The square matrix on the right-hand side of equation (353) is now 
nonsingular, and equation (3-53) can be,written as 
[n] ) (y) (3-54 
-where 
[H] = [N + TI]-l [M'] and '' 2
 
Equation (3-54) is now in standard eigenvalue form and is solvable by 
general iterative procedures and sweeping methods (outlined.in
 
Appendix n)for the eigenvectors and respective natural frequencies,.
 
Obvious advantages to this method are that the solution yields 
all modes, including the rigid body modes,without recourse'to sweeping
 
matrices for establishing the lowest system fundamental. There are
 
minor difficulties to be noted in this method of scaling elgenvalues,
 
however. First, lacking prior knowledge as to the lowest frequency,
 
i must be chosen as positive. With positive,- 1close proximity'of
 
adjacent latent roots forces slower convergence of the solution than
 
would otherwise occur in the unmodified system. Also, the order -of the
 
[HI' matrix is larger than required since the rigid body mode's are 
present in the modified form. These minor disadvantages are over­
shadowed, however, by the fact that the form of equation (3-5) is
 
quite familiar and is easily solved by elementary means.
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It is readily recognized. that the use of digital computer solution­
-methods are required. for expedient solution of matrix expressions such 
as (3-54). A computer program was developed specifically for the 
problem described. herein and has been supplied. in Appendix E.-
It will be noted that the eigenvector as defined by relation 
(3-51) represents the modal coefficients of the'p~opellant and. vehicle 
natural modes (also included in the eigenvector are the constraint 
forces, ) Therefore in order to obtain the deflection characteristics 
of the components at any system frequency, it is necessary to multiply 
the resulting eigenvalue, (x), by a matrix comprised of the component 
natural modes in the manner following: By selecting the partitioned 
eigenvector section relevant to propellant modes, that is 
a0
 
0 
a1 
a 
n 
and using the natural modes of' the propellant, pn(r), described.by
 
relation (2-29) with the radial coordinate given by
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=
 
rio, j i2 . k 
Then 
(q)(2r 

P (r P(rl)(r) pi(rl) 

a 
p 1 (r 2 ) . pn(r2 )P0 (r2 ) 

0 
n1]
Pl(rk)
P(rk) 

(3-55) 
where (q) represents the propellant deflection at the qth
 
system frequency. A similar matrix operation which will yield the 
launch vehicle system deflections is
 
4o
 
-Vo Xl). l(x1) " • .j(xl) - Co0 (q) (q) 
o(X2) 2(x2) • j,(x 2 ) cl
 
o(X3) i(x3) •. . x ) 
ci 
Lo(xk) Jj(Xk) . . . tj,(xk) _ . 
(3-56) 
There the longitudinal coordinate is described by 
xjj , 2, ... k 
and {yL)( q ) represents the vehicle deflection at the qth.system
 
frequency. The j(x) are not developed in the present investigation
 
since methods for establishing natural mode data for launch vehicles
 
in torsion are well documented [42].
 
The total systems problem has now been cast into matrix form, and. 
appropriate solution methods have been developed. The-next logical 
step in the investigation was to select a satisfactory means of total 
-systems analysis verification. This process is described in the 
following chapter, 
IV. VERIFICATION OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
 
As has been stated, the primary goal in the investigation was to de­
velop a systems analysis which could be applied to a characteristic 
launch vehicle such as that for Project FIRE shown schematically in 
figure 2. Prior to application of the analysis to the FIRE system, how­
ever, it was deemed important to use an experimental model to verify the 
fact that the analytical method would correctly Tredict response 
characteristics of a system comprised of two components when the modal 
information for the components had been analytically developed separately 
and then the components coupled together. 
While it would have been very desirable to employ a large-scale
 
dynamic model of a launch vehicle with a solid propellant segment such
 
as that discussed in Chapter I, an appraisal of fabrication and test 
setup costs required to develop such a model indicated the unfeasibility 
of doing so. After giving careful consideration to several simpler 
vehicle system models which could be manufactured, and after noting that 
the frequency response range of the cylindrical vehicle representations 
would be unacceptably high, it was obvious that other avenue5 of experi­
mental verification would have to be explored. It was then observed 
that in the analytical development of the two boundary conditions for the 
system (equations (3-25) and (3-32)), the radius of attachment could be 
changed from the outside to the inside radius with little effort. 
Although the resulting experimental model then bore little similarity to 
a launch vehicle system, it was concluded that a neoprene disc could be 
attached at its inner radius to a brass shaft and by proper selection of
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physical characteristics such as radii and lengths,, composite system
 
frequencies would-be in a sufficiently low range (below 1000 cps) as to
 
be readily measurable. Such a model was subsequently constructed and is 
described schematically in figure 3. In addition to the neoprene disc
 
fabrication, a steel disc, equal in rigid body inertia to the neoprene
 
item, was made. Use of the steel disc will be discussed subsequently.
 
Physical data for all system components are given in Table I.
 
Disc modes and frequencies for both the neoprene and steel items
 
were established using the propellant shear mode computer program of 
Appendix E which was developed to solve equations (.2-24 ) and (2-29)' of 
Chapter II. Elastic assumptions for the neoprene disc were usedzbecause 
it was expected to behave elastically for small-time, short-period 
frequencies. Shaft modal data were determined by a standard torsional 
modes analysis not included herein. Coupled neoprene disc-brass shaft
 
and steel disc-brass shaft frequencies and-modes were then established
 
via the systems analysis computer program of Appendix E which was written 
to solve the matrix relation (3-54). The analytical free-free mode 
shapes of the neoprene disc have been presented in figure 4, and the 
resulting analytical neoprene disc deflections at system frequencies are 
shown in figure 5. Steel disc analytical modal data were not plotted, 
since the more salient information for the steel disc-shaft combination 
was the frequency spectrum which is discussed later. 
Once the analytical information had been established, an experi­
mental program was undertaken to verify the adequacy of the systems 
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TORSION-FREE
 
SUSPENSION
 
BRASS SHAFT,'
 
- TORSIONAL INPUT 
UJPPER COLLAR
 
NEOPRENE DISC
 
Figure 3.- Disc-shaft experimental model schematic. 
4k 
TABLE I.- SHAFT-DISC PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Item Material Dimensions Remarks 
Solid rod with two 
1/2-in.-thick by 
1-in. nominal100-in. length diameter 2-in.-diameterbrass collars for 
disc attachment 
(see sketch) 
50 durometer 
"Flex" 
disc Neoprene 
14-in. outside diameter 
1-in. inside diameter1-in. thick Shear modulus90 lb/in2 -
nominal 
,fRigid,,
disc Steel 
8. 6 -in. outside diameter: 
1-in. inside diameter 
d I-in. thick 
~89 in. 
Removable collar 
- Suspension end
 
Fixed collar
 
Brass shaft configuration
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FMODE 	 1 
1.5 CPs 
213.6 	 CPS 
MODE 3 ,-
Figure An-alytical. disc free-free mode shapes. 
100.4 CPS286 cPs 
MODE 4
 
Figure 5.- Analytical neoprene disc characteristics at system frequencies.
 
analysis. The test setup and apparatus are described in the next 
section. 
Test Method
 
The boundary conditions simulated for the system were free-free.
 
A small cable sized to ensure negligible torsional restraint was used 
as the upper end suspension method (.fig. 6). The lower end was com­
'
 pletely free. Two five-pound shakers (fig. 7)were hooked up 1800
 
out of phase to provide as clean a torsional input as possible to the
 
shaft. The driving point was near a system node such that very small 
forcing was required to excite system modes. To ensure that only system 
torsional response characteristics would be measured,,a complete trans­
verse modal survey of the shaft was' performed prior to the torsional 
test to identify other modes. Also, several rotational orientations of 
the accelerometer mount disc radius were evaluated to assess the possi­
bility of spurious mode detection. Minor changes in response measure­
ment were noted after changing the disc position, and the tests were 
completed with the accelerometers aligned perpendicular to the back­
board (fig-. 8).
 
The neoprene disc (fig. 9) was supported prior to testing by a ply­
wood disc covered with teflon to preclude neoprene disc sag (fig. 10).
 
The disc was fixed between two brass collars and double-backed tape
 
between collar and disc on both sides-to preclude relative rotation at.
 
the interface.
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TABLE II.- RESULTS OF SHAFT-DISC EXPERIMENT AND :ANALYSIS 
Frequency, cps
 
* System Mode . I-
Analytlcal Experimental 
1 1100. '107 
2 162 162 

Shaft­
neoprene 3 224 230
 
disc
 
4 286 278
 
5 348 350
 
6 399 424
 
Shaft-1 266.5 266
 
steel 
disc 2 741.7 * 
*Not included in test equipment frequency span
 
range.
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Analytical mode 100.4 CPS 
- -- Experimental mode 107 CES 
Figure 13.- Analytical vs experimental mode shapes for neoprene disc 
at system frequencies. 
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2. Close proximity of several lateral and torsional natural
 
frequencies also hampered mode determination at higher frequencies.
 
3. The efforts to obtain good fixity ,at the disc-shaft interface
 
may have affected the modal responses adversely in that there is the
 
possibility that the tightening of the collars may have squeezed the 
neoprene disc at the inside radius thereby shifting the effective
 
attachment radius outward. Several analytical runs with different 
attachment radii were made by computer in an attempt to achieve better 
modal agreement in the higher modes, but better results were not obtained. 
With these shortcomings, however, it is felt that the systems analysis
 
predicted the frequency responses well. It should be noted that the
 
frequency spectrum for the rigid steel disc (even though possessing rigid
 
body inertia identical to the neoprene item) differed considerably from
 
that for the neoprene disc thus pointing up the errors to be encountered
 
when flexible body effects are neglected. 
Having established what was felt to be satisfactory agreement between 
analytically predicted and experimentally determined natural system 
characteristics, particularly in the frequency spectrum, the final step­
in the investigation was to apply the analytical method to the FIRE 
vehicle. Details of the example problem are given in the following
 
chapter.
 
V. EXAMPLE SYSTEMS PROBLEM 
The systems analysis develdpe& in ChaperIrl is applicable to the 
examination of a wide array of comosite systems torsional dynamics 
problems, including systems such 4s the experimental model discussed 
previously. However, it was developed for thespecific purpose of
 
describing the torsional motion of a characteristic launch vehicle such 
as used.for project FIRE. The vehicle system is comprised of a near 
axisymmetric discontinuous thin-walled elastic cylinder with a solid 
propellant motor attached near the forward end in the payload region 
(fig. 14). The case examined is not for academic purposes only, it may 
be noted, -since flight data have indicated that the three booster 
engines which are gimbaled to permit roll control as well as thrust,
 
tend to "chug" on shutdown in a manner which induces a quasi-sinusoidal 
torsional excitation (fig.. 15) devoid of any components which would 
induce other modes of vibration. This input is in turn transmitted
 
forward through the length of the vehicle, ultimately reaching the 
propellant attachment station. Since the Young's modulus for a typical
 
propellant casing is E = 0.6 x 106, a nominal zero frequency value for 
the propellant is E = 500, and the propellant-length fraction of the 
total system length is small (approximately 6 percent), classical 
torsional deflection over the casing length will be neglected for the
 
application of the analytical method. It will also be noted that for
 
the rigid casing assumption, the case responds by undergoing angular 
rotation constant throughout its length under the influence of 
59 
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6o
 
El:, 
- 84-' 
Figure 2i.- Atlas FIRE configuration. 
QUASI-S'TNE 
"CHUG" AT ENGINE 
CUTOFF(TYPICAL)BOOSTER ENGINE 
BOOSTER AFT END BOOSTER AFT END LOOKING FORWARD
 
Figure 15.- Booster torsional input.
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torsional excitation. Also, when the difference in casing and 
propellant moduli as well as the mounting arrangement are considered,
 
justification for the assumption that the propellant would behave in
 
pure shear is evident. Figure 16 contains more detailed information
 
about the payload portion and is typical of the mounting arrangement
 
for flight research experiments of this class. The viscoelastic
 
propellant is shown shaded and is encased in a.fiberglass-wound casing
 
(item 1). The load path in twist,is through a bolted joint near the
 
propellant aft end, via the aluminum forging (item 2) through the "V"
 
clamp joints-in the adapter section, then through the aluminum skin 
structure to the mating joint (item 5). The sandwich structure (item 3) 
is not intended as a load path and is for the purpose of flight 
accelerometer mounting only. 
Discrete Vehicle Model
 
The mathematical model used to describe the longitudinally
 
discontinuous launch vehicle is given in figure 17.. The physical
 
attachment station of the propellant is as shown in the figure. The 
discrete torsional stiffness and inertias are given in Table III. It
 
may be noted that for the vehicle modal deflections and associated
 
generalized inertias computed by standard eigenvalue routines using
 
the discrete data, only the modal deflections of the attachment station
 
(i.e., the launch vehicle-propellant mechanical interface) are required'
 
in the systems problem. (Also, the propellant container inertia is
 
lumped at the vehicle attachment point and considered in'thevehlicle
 
modal data.)
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
FIBERGLASS 
- 2014-5652 FORGING 
- 7075-T6 Al - MAHOGANY SANDWICH , BOLTED JOINT 
- 2024-T3 Al SKIN 
- 2014-T652 FORGING 
Figure 16.- Splid propellant mounting schematic.
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S- ROTATIONAL INERTIAS 
I - ROTATIONAL STIFFNESSES 
PROPELLANT CASE BRANCH
 
MOTOR 
NOZZLE
 
BRANCH 
MAIN 
VEHICLE,
 
BRANCH 
BOOSTER 
kBRANCH 
(DISCRET E BRANCH MODEL) 
Figure 17.- Atlas math model.
 
TABLE III.- TORSIONAL PHYSICAL DATA OF ATLAS STRUCTURE
 
NODE x I ROLL x 10-6 KT x l0 9
 
(in.) lb-in.2 in.-lb/rad
 
1 98 .202 - 19
 
2 120 .224 .80 18
 
3 L50 .294 2 55 17
 
4 177 2.425 12.10 16
 
5 210 2.093 13.91 15
 
6 250 2.493 10.43
 
14
7 .290 1.465 10.10 

8 340 2.172 7.03 13
 
9 39S .8b5 6.95 12
 
iO 43o .38h 7.74 11
 
11 470 .291 7.23 i0
 
12 510 .276 7.05 1
 
13 550 .261 6.42 9
 
14 590 .245 5.92 8
 
15 63o .276 5.74
 
16 670 .261 - 6.25 7
 
17 710 ..202 5.50 6
 
18 750 .204 3.53
 
19 790 .238 4.36 4
 
20 150 1;492 - 23.10 3 20 
1,/
21 120 2.121 30.70 

22 98 5.000. 11.6o
 
23 75 2.363- 5.67 - 24
 
24 30 2.348- ­
4 -20. 3
 
20 --- 20.53
 
TABLE III.- TORSIONAL PHYSICAL DATA OF ATLAS STRUCTURE Concluded 
1013­
1 Roll x 10-4
 
x lb-in. 2 K× 10" 3 
Node (in.) X-259 with X-259 with- in.-lb/rad 35 
3
solid fuel out fuel 

19 79Q -- -- -3 
25 808 .215 5.215 .460 36 
26 830 5.215 5.215 5i25o
 
27 842 9.310 9.310 7.640 • 37
 
28 872 32.400 32.400 4.290 32
 
29 889 8.230 1.84o 5.224
 
30 894 7.600 7.600 17.762 3o 38
 
31 908 9.730 9.730 2.2i4 30
 
32 926 )-.loo 4.100 2.278
 
33 954 5.910 5.910 1.045
 34 996 .860 .860 .213 2839
 
35 976 1.925 1.925 -­
36 948 6.24o 1.84o .0681
 
57 930 10.220 2.660 .167
 
38 910 10.220. 2.660 .150 40
 
39 870 .671 .671 -- 26
 
4o 842 .459 .459 .o143
 
29 889 -- -- . . -­
38 91lo .. - .143 25 808­
29 889 ..... .
39 870 1 04 19 1) 
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The launch vehicle torsional modes and frequencies with the 
propellant excluded are given in figure 18 and differ slightly from 
those of reference [42] in that the propellant casing fs considered 
rigid in this study. 
Propellant Model
 
Recourse to discrete analysis is not required for the propellant
 
since it can be represented by the continuous deflection result in
 
shear developed by the closed form solution in Chapter II for a visco­
elastic thick walled cylinder. Some license was taken, however, in
 
permitting the mathematical model to have a circular cross-section 
port. In reality this inside port deviates slightly from circularity 
although it has been assumed that for this study the system 
dynamic differences due to the assumed and real cross-sections are 
negligible. 
Physical data for the propellant, are provided ;sn Table IV. 
Vehicle Systems Analysis - . 
The method employed in solving the systems problem was t6 follow 
the same analytical steps as described in Chapters II and III. In 
order to evaluate various propellant assumptions, shear mode,shapes 
with frequencies for an elastic projellant (fig. 19).were first ­
established using equations (2-29) and-(2-24) and thefi combined.with 
launch vehicle torsional modes to develop the systems frequencids. In 
the systems analysis for this propelant assumption, 9 propellant modes 
and 12 vehicle modes were used. Modal and frequency results of the 
68
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Figure 18.- Launch vehicle torsional modes and frequencies without
 
solid propellant.
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Figure 18.- Concluded. 
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TABLE IV.- PROPELLANT PHYSICAL DATA
 
Outside radius 14.85 in. 
Inside radius 4.5 in. nominal 
Length 56 in. nominal 
Density .0635 lb/in3 
Shear modulus 200 lb/in 2 nominal 
*we = 714 rad/sec 
1035 rad/seM 2 
MODE 3 
1362 rad/sec 406 rad/sec
 
MODE 4 MODE 1
 
2.2 
MNODE SHAPES ARE FOR ELASTIC 
AND VESCOELASTIC PROPELLANT. 
FtREQUENCIES ARE FOR Et.ATIC 
PROPELLANT. 
Figure 19. - Propellant shear mode shapes. 
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'coupled system dynamics analysis with the elastic propellant are 
presented in figure 20 for the propellant and figure 21 'for the 
vehicle.
 
'Next the viscoelastic propellant was considered with frequencies 
computed from equation (2-39), restated here for clarity 
2
 
= 1 + (2-39)Ue Go
 
Constants were obtained from modulus versus frequency data of 
reference [21 over the frequency range of 300 to 3000 cps. It was 
clear that for the storage modulus as herein aefined, that is, 
'I = KflKv 
selection of K1 2.47 and t 1 would appropriately match the 
referenced data for the frequency range mentioned above. 
Propellant manufacturer's data. yielded a value of G= 200 lb/in2 
(Go =the shear modulus at zero frequency). 
Using the above data, viscoelastic frequencies were computed for 
the first five propellant modes and the propellant characteristics 
again coupled to the vehicle modes through the systems equations. The 
resulting propellant deflections for the viscoelastic assumption and
 
the associated vehicle modes at the system frequencies are presented 
in figures 22 and 23, respectively.
 
in rad/sec
 
Ro = 14.85" 
Rt - 4.5" 
29
 
l ee,588 

696
 
0 2 0- E i rt s322
 
Elastic propellant shear deflections at system frequencies.
•Figure 20.-
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Figure 21.- Launch vehicle deflections at system frequencies with
 
elastic propellant.
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Figure 22.- Viscoelastic propellant shear deflections at system frequencies.
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Figure 23.- Launch vehicle deflections at system frequencies with
 
viscoelastic propellant.
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Finally, the propellant was assumed rigid and the systems analysis 
again performed to yield the vehicle deflectiomis at the system 
frequencies (fig. 24). Because of the simplicity of the propellant 
assumption, no propellant modes are presented, The results agree 
well with those of reference [42] even though the method of analysis is 
quite different. 
For comparison, the system frequency spectrum for each of the
 
three propellant assumptions'is-presented in Table V.
 
Discussion of Results
 
It is readily apparent from observing the Table V results that 
there are essentially no differences in the frequency spectrum between 
the rigid and viscoelastic propellant-vehicle systems. The differences 
between the elastic and viscoelastic frequency spectra are more 
pronounced with-s-x elastic propellant-system modes occurring in the 
same range (0 to 696 ra&/sec) as that in which only four viscoelastic 
propellant-system modes occur. The mode-by-mode frequency equivalence 
in the viscoelastic versus rigid propellant vehicle systems results, 
however, are misleading. Whereas the viscoeastic propellant behives 
rigidly through the third system mode (511 rad/sec) (see fig. 20) it 
will be noted that the propellant responds at 696 rad/sec -n quite a' 
flexible manner. 
A further observation may be made by comparing the system vehicle 
response data of figures 21 and 22. It is noted that ver] little
 
differences occur in these modes with viscoelastic versus rigid
 
propellant assumptions. It appears that the rigid propellant assumption
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Figure 24.- Iaiunch vehicle deflections at system frequencies with 
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TABLE V.-	 LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEM MODES AND FREQUENCIES 
FOR VARIOUS PEOPEILAT ASSUMPTIONS 
-Launchvehicle system frequencies (rad/sec)
 
Mode 
Elastic propellant Viscoelastic propellant Rigi& propellant
 
1 297 	 252 252
 
2 322 382 383
 
3 76 511 511
 
4 502 696 '696
 
5 588 742 742
 
6 696 886 886
 
8o
 
has small effect on the vehicle responses in a gross sense as compared
 
to the viscoelastic propellant assumption. The appropriate propellant
 
assumption however, is still quite important stnce it is always
 
necessary to have complete knowledge of key system component natural
 
response characteristics to insure structural design integrity as well
 
as proper guidance system selection.
 
VI. CONCLUDTING EMAEKS 
The-primary objective of the enclosed analysis was to develop'a 
systems analytical method which would permit the examination of various 
upper stage propellant assumptions and the effect of these assumptions 
on launch vehicle system dynamics in torsion. As a result of the 
investigation and in order to meet the objective, a launch vehicle 
systems analysis has been performed wherein the propellant and vehicle
 
natural modes were generated separately and then coupled together via
 
Lagrange multiplier relations for the appropriate boundary conditions.
 
For the propellant shear displacement, a general closed form Bessel's
 
solution to the governing equations of motion has been developed.
 
Simple harmonic motion was assumed, and general expressions for both
 
the secular equation and the propellant normalized modes have been
 
derived. Also, an orthogonality proof for the propellant free-free
 
modes has been provided. An alternate and concise method for
 
evaluating the normalized free-free propellant modes and frequency
 
expressions using asymptotic approximations to the Bessel's functions
 
has been presented.
 
The viscoelastic frequencies of the propellant were developed by 
neglecting loss modulus and using an empirically established frequency­
dependent storage modulus in conjunction with an existing frequency 
correspondence principle relating viscoelastic and elastic frequencies. 
Since damping was -neglected, the analysis may be considered as quasi­
elastic but with variable shear modulus. Absumptions that damping was 
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negligible were justified on the basis of published data on the
 
relation of storage modulus to loss modulus for the frequency range of
 
interest.
 
In the systems problem development, several convenient mathemat­
ical methods were employed which rendered the problem more tractable.
 
First, Lagrange multiplier methods were used to describe the constraint
 
conditions. Boundary conditions could thereby be satisfied on the sum
 
of the vehicle and propellant modes rather than on individual modes
 
such as required in Rayleigh-Ritz procedures. Readily obtained free­
free component modes can therefore be used. ,Also. use of Lagrange 
multipliers causes convergence on the exact frequency from the lower 
side as compared to Rayleigh-sRitz procedures which converge frdm the 
'higher side. Although use of the multiplier relations uncouples the 
equations of motion for the vehicle and propellant,, he ,effect of the 
multipliers is to increase the size of and cause singularity of the
 
system matrices. This problem is alleviated by application of a 
frequency scaling technique which permits even rigid body elements in
 
the system matrices., 
Application of the total analytical process was effected in two
 
ways. First, an experimental model consisting of a neoprene disc
 
attached at its inher radius to a brass shaft was built to verify the 
analytical method. The shaft and neoprene disc analytical modes were, 
generated separately, then coupled together in the systems problem.
 
'The experimental frequencies and mode shapes were then obtained and
 
compared with analytical values. Good agreement was obtained in the
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frequency spectrum although only the lower modes could be obtained
 
experimentally. It is felt that'more accelerometers should have been
 
used, or perhaps other methods should be developed for modal
 
determination of such systems.
 
The systems analysis was next applied to a characteristic launch
 
vehicle and rigid, elastic, and viscoelastic propellant assumptions
 
were examined. It was found that while the vehicle modal responses at
 
system frequencies differed only slightly for the three assumptions,
 
propellant component natural frequency and responses at system natural
 
freouencies were considerably different. It may be concluded that
 
correct propellant description is more important from the standpoint of
 
its own response at system frequencies rather than from any modifying
 
effect it may have on overall vehicle response.
 
It is also concluded,that appropriate propellant flexibility
 
assumptions are required if correct response characteristics of launch
 
vehicle systems which contain solid propellants as upper stages are
 
to be determined. In this regard, it is felt that the dissertation
 
investigation extends previous work in vehicle torsional dynamics.
 
A more formidable set of tasks which are recommended to extend the
 
analysis contained herein would include-three-dimensional visco­
elasticity solutions(which would thereby permit torsijonal as well as
 
shear deflection throughout the propellant lengt, elastic propellant
 
case assumptions and the use of noncircaflar propellant core
 
configurations.
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IX. APPENDICES 
In this chapter are included studies relevant to the foregoing
 
investigation.
 
Appendix A - General Frequency and Modal Relations
 
for Propellant Shear Dynamics 
The general solution to the Bessel's equation (2-15) describing 
the propellant motion in shear (2-16) was found to be 
1(r) = AJ 1 (?'.r) + BYI(.0r) (A-1) 
Free-free boundary conditions were used in Chapter II to establish the 
natural modes for the investigation. The resulting equation for the
 
frequencies (2-24) was
 
nR0oO(-o) - 2 Jl(,R )] ERiYO(Th.) 
- 2 Y1(;\ 0 
- (?o) - 2 Y1(?Ro\)JERiJo(i) - 2 Jj(T)h9 o 
(A-2) 
and the expression for-the normalized modes, (2-29) was established as 
- , ,p(r) V o i ) - 2 Jl(?R 1 )jY(?r) -'ARio( ARi) -2 Y.('?'ij Jlj7r) 
r) io\i) - 2 5(,)J5(;o) - L k(3\R.), - 2,lYmi] t("o) 
• ' • , ,, (A-s) 
Pinned-Free Modes 
For the case of pinned-free boundaries of the propellant, the 
boundary conditions are expressed as 
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p(r) = 0, d =R ° (A-4) 
Making -substitutionof relation (A-i) into (A-4) and performing the 
indicated operations yields 
AJI(NR i ) + BYI(.XRi ) = o (A-5) 
and 
SAJI(X°) + BYI(AR°) (A-6)A~'( )+ 1 ' (mo) 1 
o 
from which the transcendental equation is readily developed by
 
rearranging and setting the determinant of the coefficients equal to 
zero, or
 
OaJl( ) Yl(M.i ' 
(A-7) 
0 RR Y'PR)01 o 
Making use of the recurrence relations for the Bessel1 a functions 
[AOOR)- 2aorj[~~~) 
(A-8) 
- [AOO(%)- 2 YjmAR)] J±(.XR)] =o 
- -
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the normalized modes expression is developed'in pa strhightforward" 
manner to yield
 
[s(('r)] ) -['f) (A-R) 
where the normalizing radius is B"0
 
Free-Pinned Modes 
For the case of free-pinned, modes. the boundary :conditions of (A-6) 
are readily converted simply by interchanging quantities R° and Ri. 
or 
AJi(R o0 ) + BYI(R) = 0 
(NR i + BY1 (V i ) = Mi (A-10.) 
which leads directly to the transcendental relation 
J,WRo) l(NRo0 
il (ARi) JlYJi II I (A-ll)RiflA( ) R ]
1i i R 
The normalized modes relation is readily expressed as 
[RJ0(ARi ) - 2 Jl(mRi)], Yl(r) - [RiYo(XR ) - 2 Yl(laL)J Jl(kr) 
EA~iJO(m\')1 2 J )] Y1(X~o) - [ o(;) 2 
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By examination of relations (A-2), (A-3), (A-8), (A-9), (A-11), and 
(A-12), several observations can be made. 
First the transcendental relation can be expressed in general
 
form as 
[a±1'i M 5 (m )0 aP-J (?,R A Na5 XRY 0 0T) - a4 Yj7AR,)] 
S[al ?RoY0(No' - a2 Y(m)]o[a3 D JO(i - a4 Jl(?) 0 
and the normalized modes equations can .be expressed in general form
 
as 
r='[a 5 3 0Jo(i) aiJ 1(?R.2 Y l ( r) -% 9 RJYo(Ri)- I ( i-i l ) 
[a3 x 0Ri.oQ- a4%jRh )] Yl(j o -A Q(N.) -a Y±(cRij,(Th 
' "(A-li), 
where by appropriate selection of the a coefficients the three cases of2
 
free-free, free-pinned, and pinne&-free modal characteristics can be
 
established. The proper coefficients are given in the followihg list.
 
CASES
 
Coefficients Free-Free Free-Pinned Pinned-Free
 
a11 0 1
 
a2 2- -1 2
 
a3 1 1 0
 
a4 2 2 -1
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An additional observation is that the mode shapes (A-14) for the
 
free-free and free-pinned boindary conditions have identical form with 
= 1 and = 2 for both cases. The identical nature of the modesa3 a4 
is due to the selection of the free end condition for both cases to
 
develop the modal expressions. This selection is clarified by the
 
steps required.to proceed from relations (2-25) to (2-29) in Chapter II. 
The transcendental equations for the two cases are of course different. 
A general set of equations for free-free, free-pinned, and pinned­
free, modes and frequencies has thus been developed. in this investigation, 
with free-free modal information being used in the earlier systems 
analysis. 
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Appendix B - Orthogonality of the Component Modes
 
Thick-Walled Cylinder Component
 
The differential equation of motion for the element of cross
 
section is (from equation (2-14)) for any mode
 
a~pn Ijdpn J'a~
2 b 
 (­
dr2 r dr \ GF r2. 
where pn indicates the normalized nth mode Pn(r). 
The same equation written for the normalized mth mode, pm(r) is 
d2p+ dpm / 2 
dr 2 ' r Pm+ (B-2)P =0 
2/
dr2- r d-r\GFi r
Multiplying (B-1) by pm and (B-2) by Pn, subtracting the two 
results and simplifying yields 
(m i2)r = d2 p dPm . d2 Pn dPn 
5 2_n m rlPmPn = rPh + p 7d r p d.2 --dGFp--+Pn--- 'Pm -Pm 
or 
2 
- = I a,' (rpm,) P m (B-3)5iS 2)rpmph°n Pp r - -dr (rpn') 
Integrating both sides of equation (B-3) between the limits
 
to Ro yields
 
A-m rPmPPn dr f n (rp,) d f-(rn) Pmr d 
Ri ­
(B-4)
 
The right side of equation (B-4) can be evaluated by integrating
 
the first of the integrals by parts, Jtting
 
Pn dv = -(rpm)drdr 
du = Pn' dr v = r' 
Thus, the first integral on the right side of equation (B-4) becomes 
Ro
 
rTPnPm' - rpm n ' dr (B-5) 
Ri i
 
Similarly, the second integral becomes 
R0 
rPmPn' -j.f rPn'Pm' dr (B-6) 
Ri 
Substitution of equations (B-5) and (B-6) into equation (B-4), and 
evaluation of the result at the integral limits yields, after
 
simplification
 
i(n2 _ f ' rPmPn dr RoPn(Po)m'(o) - Rom(PCO)Pr'(RO) 
- Rin(R)Pm'(Ri) + RiPm(Ri)Pn'(R ) 
(B-7) 
Substituting into relation (B-7),, the following frae-free boundary'
 
conditions
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pn(RO) 
pn'(Ro) = Po 
Pn "(n(Ri= 
Pn"(Ri) - Ri 
which are true for all modes, it is seen that the sum of the right-hand
 
terms of (B-7) vanishes, or
 
2 
- 2)fm rpmpn dr = 0- (B-8)
•.'
 
and, since the mn are distinct, then for the total cylinder volume,
 
the orthogonality condition is
 
Ri 

2c 26frpmrn dr= 0, n 
-R (B-9) 
MFn, m= n 
where MF is called the generalized mass of the fuel.
 
Elastic Thin-Walled Cylinder Component 
It can readily be shown from established procedures that a like 
orthogonality relation holds for the thin-walled cylinder. The 
expression is 
f0 Z(x)ti(x)tj(x) dx = 0, ± 
= Ivi) i jI (B-10)' 
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Appendix C - Asymptotic Approximations
 
Unless Bessel's function subroutines are readily available,
 
computation of the generalized mass (equation B-9) in the orthogonality
 
derivation requires cumbersome evaluation of an integral in which the
 
Bessel's functions must be expanded in series form. It is convenient
 
to utilize asymptotic approximations to the Bessel's functions in that
 
computation. The computation of the generalized mass and the
 
associated reevaluation of equations (2-24) and (2-29) follows:
 
The expression for the effective mass of the fuel as developed in
 
Appendix B is
 
MF = 2ZI2 rI[n(r id r (c-) 
where Tn(r) is obtained from equation (2-29) as
 
fn(r') [iJo(7i) -2Jl(M\i)]Yj(M,) - [xiYo(Oi) - 2Yl(7N)]J!(ho) 
Substitution of the right side of (a-29) for the normalized mode
 
shape Fn(r) into equation (C-1) yields
 
MF= r\Ri - 2Jl(Mi)Yi( r) - 2Yi(O(Rj)Jg-(2r) 12 dr (0-2) 
fRH[1 .J(i 2340?\Ri]Yo0 HiyoC7\H±) - 2Y±(?\R,.iJJJR 
where ? F An the eigenvalue of the nth mode. 
Using the asymptotic approximations for Bessel's functions of the first and second kinds, 
which are: 
(-)127Jn(S) 
sin SE - ­
-k(0I A7(c-4) 
and substituting equations (Cu3) and (c-4) into equation (C-2) and simplifying, the numerator of
 
the braced quantity becomes
 
Cos ?\r- 3)sin (M' i 7f 2 Rsin ?\r 3rCos (ARi - )- ?i 
-1~1 (c-5)
 
sin (MRt -i ~)Cos & r - L 2 cos (I± - 37 sin ( 37C 
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To simplify notation, let
 
-7 = C, (0-6) 
4 
Employing equation (c-6) and simplifying, quantity (0-5) reduces to
 
4 Sin cos a - cos P sin 
(I+ 2'(in 13cos p - cos sin IJ. 
which can be further reduced by use of doubla angle quadrant relations 
and simplification, to 
'4 (2'sin ( -) + 2R sin (- -())0) 
(iA)2Bir 
-Resubstitution of equations (C-6) now provides the desirable form of 
term (C-7) after simplifying by angle quadrant relations, or 
4 (2 sin A(R, - r) - cos A(RiM i - r))2 (C-8)(iTE)%ir
 
Thus, equation (C-2) may now be written as
 
[.- (2zin A(.i- T) Cos A(Ri - r)) 
S 4 {2sin (Ri- Ro) - ARi cos A('P. - Ro) 2 
M~~n = r~~,(jEO\R Rr( i R- 0o.bo,{±E)jd 
100' 
which can be simplified to
 
2nKR f R[ sin a(Ri - r) - Cos Xit - j ar (vc-9
 
where 
KR (2 sin X(Ri O-) - i cos (R - (Cl0)I 
Expanding the integran of equation (C-9),.Isimplifying, and integrating
 
yields i ­
4 r) sin r o 
MF = KR 2-2j-rli (C-!I) 
2 + 
After substitution of the limits and simplifying, the final relation 
for the generalized mass of the fuel is 
-n KR - 00s 2?(R i - ;\2R,2Ho ')~ ~ sn ~?(R)[in ~ ~ - ( -'a)cos + - ] 
1t is readily see that expression (0-12) lessens considerably the
 
labor involved in computing the effective inertia as Opposed to the use
 
of Bessel's functions. The eigenvalue problem for the approximate
 
solution is developed as follows:
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Substituting the equations (C-3) and (c-4) into equation (2-24)
 
for the appropriate order Bessel's functions yield
 
CosQ-AO 2 cos (M § sin B s 
[nfo 

-2r 
 R-.T ]°
2 2__ 
-?P-Cos sini -31 
FA -iS) 
or, simplifying,(C-13)and rearranging yields
 
?\2RR [cos~ - i]n ( - 0- sin - iCos (t
 
+ 2,Ri in(- cos - - cos (Ro - 3) sin ( i - 2) 
41 (o-14)IS~~ 
Again, employing double angle relations, equation (C714-) silifies to
 
-
2RoRI sin ?\(R Eo) + 22Ri sin (NRo- Ri 2­i 

+ 2?B sin (\ ->ni + + 1 sin \(Ri-1 RO 0 
or
 
[2RoRi +4] sin \(Ri-%) - 27RB cos A(Ri-Bo) + 2?IH cos B i - ) = 0
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or
 
[ 2RRi + 4] sin \(Ri - %) + 2?(R - Ri) cos Z(Ri - Ro) 0 (C-15)o 
or, finally
 
tan (Ri - %) + 4 + B1)= 0 (c-16)4 + B0B17A 
which is the transcendental relation, developed from the approximations
 
for the Bessel's function, for the roots A.
 
The corresponding normalized mode shape is
 
rn(r) = [2 sin \(Ri - r) - Ri cos A(Ri- r) jJ 2sin (Ri- ) - i cos (Ri -B)j 
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Appendix D - Method of Obtaining Higher Modes
 
In order to obtain modes higher than the fundamental in the
 
solution of equation (3-48) an orthogonality sweeping procedure can be 
used and is developed as follows: 
Writing equation (3-48) for the gth and hth modes and rearranging, 
(n-i)
Mgn2[N] (Yg [N] , Yg') 

a~h 2 [M] (Yh) =fN] {Yh) (D-2)
 
Premultiplying (D-i) by Yh and (D-2) by yg and subtracting the 
second equation from the first
 
mg2 tYhJ[M] (Yg) - LYhJN] (Yg), 
-- h2I'gj[M] (Yh)+ LYgJ[N] (Yh '0 
By virtue of the symmetry of [M] and [N], 
LYhJti (Yg) =ygJ [N] (}, 
and a like relation.holds for [M] inserted'for [,]1 thus _permitting 
equation (D-3) to be simplified and rearranged to 
(2g- Gh)tgj[M] (h) = o (D-4) 
and, for distinct, w. then
 
%og j h Q.E.D.LygJ[M] Yh) 

Thus, we have shown that any two eigenvectors of the system are orthogonal with respect to the
 
inertia matrix M. To Obtain the explicit relation required, relation (D-5) can be written in
 
expanded form as
 
-a
 
a ,a(h)O0C) (g)
[ '" "c clo 
0 
o.K.L.i
oo 0 ftot 0 aj
00 .  0 
IF I 0ala 
vi 
00.. 0 •.01 . ~ . o hp8sCjjs) cl 0: :1 .. 1:1 
0.. oI i 0] Bhpsti(s) c.
v
 
0 0 . . . 0 
 . .0O 
 01
 
0 0 . . . 01 Rohps5 o(s).i.RohPsti(s)L 0 0 J A 
(b-6) 
By performing,the indicated matrix multiplication, equation (D-6) takes the form
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ac) g) ao(h) a n(g) an(h) c~)iV 'r )I N
 
+ . ((c±(g.)Ii +'?2( )o p s) ih 
-+ig% psi ) ?\2(h) = 0tO s+...+Rh~ 
Therefore, the solution form for any one of the components of the hth 
eigenvector, say (aO)(h) is 
l(g) al( ) I +a(g) a(h) , (+... vi  )pci(h 
0 Ro IF'+"" 
a0(h) 1_ _ + +... "'(h) 
0(h )
2(g)ohpsO0 (s)cO ($i(
 
ao-g) + 
IF0 70o
 
(h )

.+co(g)ROs~oSA +.+ci(g)Pohps i ')A

(D-7) 
or in more general terms 
- (h [Aly (D-8)1 (g)(h)+...+ Ayi(g)y(h)] 
Now tilizing the fact that
 
al(h) al(h) an(h) an(h) c0 (h) (
 
c. (D-9)

w h c in generaet
be;statedc 

-whichcan be stated in general form as
 
yi(h ) -=yi
(h )
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A general expression can be written as'foll6ws
 
A Yl( g ) (h) 0 . A2y (g)....AiYi(g) YX '(hi 
Yj 0 1 0 .. 0 Y 
, - )
 
S0 0 0 ... 1 Yi 
or 
where is commonly termed the sweeping matrix and is applied as 
follows: From equation (3-54) the eigenvaLue problem is
 
[H (y)='My) 
therefore
 
and since the contribution of the first mode has been removed, iteration
 
on equation (D-11) will force convergence on the'second mode and its
 
corresponding frequency. For higher modes, the process is repeated,
 
and the order of the sweeping matrix reduces for each successive
 
operation. Note, however, that because of cumulative errors which are
 
usually incurred in the successive sweeping matrix operation, it is
 
wise to check the highest mode by inversion of the original matrix
 
equation.­
Appendix E - Computer Programs
 
Those computer programs necessary to the solution of the systems
 
problem developed in the investigation,contained herein and developed
 
specifically to support this investigation are presented on the pages
 
following.
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Propellant Cylinder Shear Modes
 
PROGRAM A2168 (INPUT.OUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
 
DIMENSION ROOT(50).R(700).PC700).PPR(7OO.),XLAMODA(1OO),RIJ(700),
 
1RJ(700),RBRJ(70O),SUM(7OO ),RYCIOOO),RIy(Iooo.OiTITLE(),RBRY(700)
 
COMMON RZRI,,IC.AIA2,A3A4.A5,A6.A7,A8B
 
REAL MFN.IFN.
 
EXTERNAL FOFX,
 
NAMELIST/NAMI/&LSDXRZRI.EIE2.MAX.LRBRLMAX.RLPRRMAX,GF.
 
IDELTA.ELRCFKA-1,A2,A3,A4A5,A6.A7,A8,GR,
 
CALL CALCOMP,
 
CALL LEROY*
 
70 READ(S.106)TITLE,
 
READ(5,NAMI),
 
WRITE(6.NAM1),
 
WRITE(6.105).
 
WP'ITE(6,1 O61TITLE.
 
sO=SQRr(GF*GR/DELTA),
 
PI=3.1'4r9,
 
FA=2*PI*DELTA*EL/GR,
 
IC=1
 
DO 30 I=I.LMAX,
 
DDX=DX
 
CALL ITR2(X.A,,DDXFOFXE,E ,MAXIICODE).
 
IF(ICODE)I.2,1.
 
2 XLAMWDA(I,=X
 
A=X+tX.
 
30 CONTINUE,
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GO Td 4. 
1 PRINT 102.ICOOEI. 
102 FORMAT(IX.SHERROR NO,14.2BH IN ITR2 SUBROUTINEROOT NO.14), 
IF(I.GT.l),GO TO 3, 
STOP. 
3 LMAX=I-I 
4 DO 40 I=1.LMAX. 
NRR=O, 
K=I. 
R(K)=RL, 
XLRO=XLAMBDA(I)*R1 
XLRBR=XLAMBODA(T)*RBR, 
CALL BSSLS(XLRO,R!J,2.1ERR), 
ME=l.
 
IFCIERR)5,6.5,
 
5 PRINT 1O0.MEXLAMBDA(1),
 
LOO FORMAT(1X,47HERROR IN, SSLS SUBROUTINE USING R AND LAMBDA.AS.13.
 
IE1S.7).
 
STOP.
 
6 CALL BSSLS(XLRBRRi:J,2.IERR). ­
ME=3,
 
IF(IERR)'5,8.5v
 
B CALL BF4F(XLRORIY.2,IER,-,),
 
M3=1,
 
IF(IERR)99&1O.9,
 
9 PRINT 1OI,.IERR.M3.XLAMBDA,(I).
 
I01 FORMATCIX,8HERROR NOI4.42H -IN BF4F SUBROUTINE USING-R AND LAMBDA
 
I AS.13.EI5.7).
 
STOP,
 
10 CALL BF4F(XLRBR.RBRY2.4ERR.'-I).
 
M3=3.
 
IF(IERR)9.12,9.
 
- 12 	F1'=A3*XLRO*RI!J( .I-A4*RIJ(2V.,9 
F2=FI*RBRY(2), 
F3=A7*XLRO*PRIYI )-AB*RIY(2), 
F4=F2-F3*RBRJ(2),
 
18 XLR=XLAMBDA(I)*R(K).
 
JRITE'(6,110)XLAMBDA(I).R(K),XLR.
 
11i FORMAT(* LAMBDA =*E15*70* R =*E15.7,* XLR =*EI5.7),
 
CALL DSSLS(XLR,RJ,2. IERR).
 
ME=2
 
IF(IERR)5.1"3,5, ­
13 CALL BF4E(XLRRY,2.IERP,-I).
 
M3=2,
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IF(IERR)9,14.9,
 
14 P(K)=(FI*RY{'2)-F3*RJ(2))/F4
 
RDR=R(K)+DR.
 
IF.(NRR.EQO.)GO TO 20.
 
IP(RDR.LT.RMAX)15,50,
 
1S 	K=K+1.
 
R(K)=RDOP
 
GO TO 18,
 
50 NRR=1.
 
K=K+1,
 
R(k.)=RMAX,
 
GO TO 18,
 
20 DO 16 M=1,K.
 
16 PPR(M)=R(M)*P(M)**2,
 
CALL TRAP(PPR*R,K,SUM.0).
 
MFN=FA*SUM(K),
 
OMEG=XLAMBDA(l)*S*.
 
EF=OMEG/(2.*PI),
 
IFN=RZ**2*MFN . ­
8UF=IFN*OMEG**2.
 
PROD=PC*P (K
 
WRITE(6,107),
 
WRITE(6,108)XLAMBDA(I).OMEGEFMFNIFNBUFPROD
 
CALL PLOT(KP,P,EFFK),
 
40 CONTINUE.
 
GO TO 70,
 
'105 FORMATC1HI,/1SX,*ELASTIC FUEL SHEAR TWIST MODES*)
 
,106 FORMAT(SAIO),
 
107 FORMAT(//,5X,6HLAMBDA,9X.SHFREQ RPS.7XSHFREQ CPS,7XSHGEN MASS,
 
11OX,*1NF*.1X,*BUF*,.1OX-,*PROD*),
 
08 	FORMAT(7EI5.7),
 
END,
 
FUNCTION FOFX(X)
 
DIMENSION RANS(7007),RIANS(700),RST(700).RIST(700)4
 
COMMON RZ.RI,IC.A1,A2,A3,A4 ,A5A6A7,,AS
 
XP=XPZ9
 
XRI=X*RIS.
 
CALL BSSLS(XRRANS,2,IEP)R,
 
ICF(IERR)1 .2,1.
 
I PRINT 101,X,
 
X01 FORMAT(IX,36HERPOR 'IN BSSLS SUBROUTINE, FOFX ROOTEI5.7).
 
STOP,
 
2 CALL BSSLS'(XRIRIANS,2,IERR),
 
IF(IERR)I3,1,
 
3 	CALL BF4F(XRRST,2,IERRA4-1),
 
IF(IERR)S,4.6.
 
* PRINT 102,IERR.X.
 
1-02' FORMATC'IX,SHERROR N0,14,SIH IN BF4F SUBROUTINE, FOFX ROOTEI5.7),
 
STOP.
 
4 CALL BF4F(XRI.RIST,2,IERR.-I),
 
IF(IERR)5,.6.5.
 
6 FOFX=(AI*XR*RANS(1)-A2*RANS(2))*(A3*XRI*RIST(1)-A4*RIST(2))-AS*XR
 
t*RST(l)-A6*RST(2))*(A7*XRI*RIANS()-A*RIANS(2),
 
IF.(IC.EP.1)20,3Q.,
 
20 	WRITE(6,103)X,FOFX,RIANS(1).,RIST1l).
 
=
103 FORMATCIX2HX=,EiS.7.2Xq3HFX=,EIS.7,zX,7HJRI(I)=,EIS.7o7HYRI(1)
 
IE15.7/)

IC=IC+I1
 
30 	CONTINUE,
 
RETURN,
 
END,
 
SUBROUTINE TRAP(Y.X.NL.SUMiSUM1).
 
DIMENSION Y(NL),X(NL),SUM(NL),
 
SUM( I)=SUMI,
 
NLM=NL-.I,
 
DO I N= INLM,
 
NP=N+A,
 
I SUM(NP)=SUM(N)+CY(NP,+Y(N))*(X.XNP)-X(N-))/2..
 
RETURN.
 
END
 
SUBROUTINE PLOTCKR.PEFFKIC),
 
DIMENSION R(7OO.).-P(7OOI).X(7O2),Y(7O2YPHI(700)­
00 10 1=1,K,
 
10 	PHI(I)=P(I)/RcI),
 
PMAX=PHI (1)
 
00 20 1=1,1<0
 
IF(PHI (1).GT.PMAXL)'S.20,
 
15 PMAX=PHI(I),
 
20 CONTINUE,
 
F=I./(FK*PMAX),
 
DO 40 I=I.K.
 
PHI (14=PHI (l >)*F 
X(I,) R(I)*COS(PHI(I), 
40 Y(I'=R(I.)*SIN'(PHI(If)) 
WRITE(6.100) (RTd ).,P(I )PHI (I XIY eYe.), I=1,K) 
100 FORMAT(//7X.**R*,14X,*P*.12X*P-I*.14X.*X*,Vd4X,*Y*/(5E15.7)), 
CALL GRID(O.,O.,,1S,5)s 
CALL ASCALECX,S.,K,120.), 
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CALL ASCALE(YS.,K1o20.),
 
K!=K+1*
 
K2=K+2.
 
Y(K2)=X(K2),
 
,CALL AXES(O.,O.,C.,5..X(KI),X(K2)sl.1.2..IHX..1265-1)
 
CALL AXES*(O..O.,90..5.,Y(K1 ).Y(K2)...2..IHYn.125.,1)
 
CALL NOTATE'(2..5.5..14.11HFREQUENCY ,Opl 1 )*
 
CALL NUMBEP(3.8,5.5,.14. EF.O.,3),
 
CALL LINPLT(X,Y.K,-1,0.,O.0.0).,
 
CALL CALPLT(IO.4,..-3),
 
RETURN.
 
END.
 
PROGRAM A2168 CASE 7CK-IA FREE-FREE 4-29 70
 
SNAMI A=.OI,B=20..DX=.OIRZ=7..RI='5,E'=. 1E-6.E2=.1E-6,MAX11=OO.RBR=7".

I A' GR=386.,. 

LMAX=,15,RL=.5.DR=.25,RMAX=7,,GF=90,.,DELTA=53.46CE 3.EL=I. RC=-.S.AlII,,
 
A2=2.,A3=..A4=2.,AS=I.A=2., A7 i.,A8=2..FK=5.73s
 
Systems Eigenvalue Program
 
PROGRAM A0107 (INPUTOUTPUTTAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTpUT, 	 CC4"
 
DIMENSION XM(40.40).W(40)XN(40.40,XTrc40)PP(46),v(4o)zy (40)..
 
1XG(40 *,WI(40),P(40),
 
2.FK(40)WV(40),GFV(40)#R(IO),
 
DIMENSION HEAD(S).
 
NAMELIST /NAMrZ/W4XL.GFRZ.PP,PV*WI.ZIXHRHO.NW,II.XIFFl1I4
 
III,16.TEST.G.CIERI.XG,RNFKTA3,DTA3TFNRO6TS,EPSERa2
 
I READ(5o1O3)HEADq

IF(EOF45)2,3,
 
2 STOP,­
3 READ(54NA'I},
 
WRITE(6.NAMI),
 
WRITE(6.104)HEAD,
 
0O 10 J=1,40,
 
DO tO J1.,49,
 
XM(IJ)=0.. 
10 	XN(IJ)=0.
 
PI=3.14159,
 
NAE=NN+I1+2,
 
NC=NN+I'I+1.'
 
D 50 J1INN.
 
IF(W(J).Eo.O.)22*24,
 
22R(1)=0.,
 
NR I,
 
GO 	TO I,
 
,,4 -- FKJ)*W(J)**a/GF,
 
C=-W(J)*2,
 
'K=3,
 
T3=TA3.
 
DO 15 I=I,NRObTS.
 
S CALL SEARCH2(T3.DTA3.TFER2.FN2.K,DFN2).
 
GO TO(45,6i).K,
 
4 FN2=T3**2+D*T3**EPS+C*
 
DFN2=2*T3+EPS*B*T3**(EP8-).
 
GO TO S1
 
S R(I)=T3,
 
15 	CONTINUE,
 
NR=NROOTS,
 
.GO TO 18,
 
1i4
 
6 NR=I-1
 
IF(NR.NE.O)GO TO 18,
 
WRITE(6sIO6)W(J)*.
 
106 FORMAT(/* NO ROOTS FOUNDFOR.W'=*EI5.7),
 
STOP,
 
18 WRITE(6.1O5)W(J).(R(I),I=,1*NR)s.k
 
105 FORMAT,(/* W =*EI5.7,/ ROOTS'=*,(6E15.7),}f.
 
WV(J)=R(1).
 
IF(EPS.EO.0.)26,28.
 
26 FA=1.,
 
GO TO 32.
 
28 FA=R(1)**EPS.
 
32 GFV(J-)=FK(J)*FA.
 
WRITE(6,-O7)GFV(J),
 
107 FORMATC* GFV =*E15.7),
 
50 CONTINUE.
 
DO 20 N=I.NN,
 
XM(NN)=XIF(N).

XNfNN)=WV(N} *2*XIF(N)+FI*E*RI*GFV(N)*(RZ**2)*PP(N)**2o
 
XN(N.NC)*=RZ*P(N,)$
 
XN(NC,N-)=RZ*P(N)9
 
20 XNrNABN)=XN(N,NAB)=RZ*GFVCN)*(PP(N)-P(N)/PN),
 
NC1=NN+ 1.
 
NNI=NN+1I..
I'=N1 N+1
 
DO 25 N=NNI.NCI.
 
XM(N*N)=V(1),
 
XN(NN)=V(1)1*W(1)**2,
 
XNrNNC)=-RN*zI (I)s
 
XN(NC.N)=-RN*ZIC'1l,
 
XMCNNC+I )=XMC-NC+IN)=RZ*XH*RHO*ZI C,!)-,
 
,25 1=I,+I.
 
DO 30 JJ=I.NAB.
 
WRITE(6.100)JJ,(XM(JJ.J),J=INAB'),
 
30 	CONTINUE.
 
WRITE(6.101)
 
DO 40 JJ=INAB,
 
WRITE(6,102)JJ,(XN(JJJ)J=I,NAB),
 
40 	CONTINUE.
 
CALL INVERT(NABI4,II.I6,40TEST.GCIER1,XM',XNXG.),
 
GO TO 1
 
100 FORMAT(*I*,
 
'101 FORMA.T(//i,.
 
102 FOPMATC* tJC*,12,*,I)*/(BEIS.7)V.
 
1-03 FORMAT(8AIO,)t
 
104 FORMAT(/9lOX*3AlO)v
 
CND,
 
SUBROUTINESEARCH2(TAZDTAE.-TF*ER2,Fr42*K.DFNP-),.
 
REALLAMALAMB'.
 
GOTO(19293)*K,
 
I-	 TF(JP.GE.2)GOT04*, 
5 	T I=TA2.
 
FNI=FN2,
 
OFNI=DFN2,
 
IE=Ov
 
FS=0.9
 
GOT069
 
2 FNI=(OFN2/A8Sl()FNP))*.00001.
 
7 DFNI=DFN2.
 
TAI=TA29
 
JF=19
 
GOTOS,
 
3 	DFNI=O.q
 
FNI=0.9
 
TAI=O..
 
JEND=Oo
 
JF=Os
 
8 LAMA=0*4
 
LAMB=O.t
 
JW=00
 
JK=Ov
 
6 TA2=TA2+DTA29
 
JF=JF+lo
 
9 IF(TA2.GT.TF)GOTOIOI
 
11 K=19
 
PErUPN*
 
10 IF(JEND.EO.3,)GOT012,
 
TA2=TF4
 
JEND=JEND+Io
 
GOTOII,
 
12 K=3,
 
PETUPM. 
4 	IF(JK.EO.I)GOT013#
 
IF(FhL2/FNI)14.1S.16.
 
1-6 IF(IE.EQ.O)GOT017*
 
18 1,F'(CFN2-FS)/FNZLE.ER2)GOT0199
 
AI=DrNlq
 
A2=(FN2-FN1-DFNI*CTA2-TAI))/(TA2-TAI)4*72*
 
li6 
TA3=TAI-Af/(Z.*A2)-

FS=FN2*
 
IFC:lt.EQ*I)GOT020f
 
IE=lo
 
GOT0259
 
20 TAI=TA2* 
FNI=FN24 
DFNI.=DFNZ* 
25 TA2=TA3s 
GOT09, 
19 FN2=SFN2, 
.DFN2=SDFMP. 
TA2=STA,2t 
FNI=FN29 
IE=oq 
FS=O.o 
GOT07* 
V7 IF(DFNI/DFN2.GE.O.).GOT059 
IF (DFNI*rNI.r-S..O. YGOTOS. 
SFN2=FN29 
SDFN2=DFN2, 
STA2=TA24 
GOT018i 
14 IE=O, 
,Fs=oo. 
13 AO=FMlt 
-AI=DFNI 
A2-(FN2-FNI DFNt*(TAR-TAI))/'CTA2-TAI)**2*
 
TA31=(-AI+SOIiT(Al**2-4.*AO*A2))/(2.*A2),+TAI
 
TA32=(-Al-SORT'(Al**2-4.*AO*A2))/(2.*A2)+TAI,
 
IF(TAL.LC.TA31.AND.TA31.LLE.TA2)GOT022.
 
IF(TAI.LE.TA32-AND.TA32.LE.TA2 GOT023s
 
Q=ABS('rA31-TA2).
 
R=ASS(TA32-TA2),
 
TA3=AMTNI(Q*R),
 
rF(TA3.EG.Q)GOT022,
 
GOT023*
 
22 TA3=TA31,
 
GOT024,
 
23 TA3=TA32,
 
24 LAMA=LAMS,
 
LAMB=TA3,
 
JK=1,9 
JW=JW+ls
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IF(JW.LT.2)GOTO20'

TEST='(LAMB-LAMA)/LAMB,
 
IFCABS(TEST).GE.ER2)GOTO20
 
21 	K=2.,
 
TA2=LAMB,
 
RETURN.
 
15 	LAMB=TA2,
 
GOTO21.
 
102 FORMAT(CIX*INTERPOLATED T'IME IS NOT SETWEEN IT1 AND ,T2*)r.
 
END.
 
SUBROUTINE INVERT(N,14.11I 6,NMAXtST.GGC:,,ER,1',A,'B,XG).
 
PROG. NO. 01'07' RCM ROSS GOBLE, "1
 
EX-TERNALMATINV,
 
IL=LENGTH OF GUFSS VECTOR. t
 
11=0 NORMALIZE ON MAXIMUM ELEMENT,=NO. NORMALIZEON NO.,
 
2=ELEMENT WHICH IS NORMALIZED ON.
 
14=NO. OF MODES WANTED.
 
DIMENS'IONA(40,402.XB(40),X'(40),AH(40.40)aC*0440)C(4040).
 
1[NDEX(40,2).AM(40,40).X-VAt4O,40).WB(40.4),lI(3).ERP(4),
 
1XG(40).
 
I(1 =11
 
II (2)='14
 
II(33=16
 
ERR(I )-TEST

ERR'(2 )ERI
 
ERR(3)=C1
 
ERR(4)=G­
14 DO15I=.N,
 
DOlSJ=I.N,
 
15 AM(I.J)=A(1J).
 
CALLEIGEN(lIINNMAXI3.ERRSUMI,A.BAM*,AHCXVINDEX.XGX XB*WB,
 
IMATINV)
 
WRITE(6 I1O)SUMIo-

WPITEC6.1'12).
 
'WRITE(6.113)9
 
DOI 1=1 .13.
 
WRITE(6*,109)o
 
WRIITE(6. 111)(WB(IJ)*J=1.4)
 
WRITF(6,109),
 
1 WRITE(6.106)(XV(J.I),J=,N).
 
'RETURN.
 
100 FORMATC1XIIA6),
 
106 FORMAT(7E16.S).
 
109 FORMAV(IX/).
 
110 FGRMAT(IX4H5UM 4EI6.8),
 
Ill rORMATC4EI6.8)
 
IT2 FORMAT(6X3HLAM14XIHWISX3HSUMlOX2HIS)4
 
I I:S FORMAT (7X4HX.t 
END,
 
SUBROUTINEEIGEN(IITLNX,1,3.ERRSUM1*ASMASSAHC,,XV*INDEX'4XG*X-,#
 
IXBqWB.MATINV)
 
REALMASS*LAMLAMX
 
DIMENSIONA(NX.I'L),B(NXIL)*MASSCNXIL),AH(NXIL).XV(NX.IL).XG(IL)
 
I.XCIL)*XS(IL).WB(NX,4)*CCNXIL),INDEX,(NX#E)*IT(3),ERR(4)
 
ERI=ERR(2)
 
Cl=ERR(3)
 
G=EPP(44
 
D041=1.IL,
 
D04J-191L
 
4 	S(IsJ)=BCIsJ)+Cl*MASS(I.J)9
 
DO 60 T=14ILt
 
WRITE,(6410a)lo(e(loJ)qJ= l*IL),
 
60 CONTINUE9
 
100 FORMAT(* ADD(*,I2q*ql)=*/(8EY5o7))4
 
OOIII-I.IL.
 
DO I'lJ=1 # IL s
 
11 B CI, J) =B C 1 9 J-)/G ,
 
CALLMATINV(B*ILCoO',DETERMOX.INDEX*NX4,ISCALF)
 
D0221=1#IL4
 
D022K Islt-o
 
C(I.K)=O...
 
D022J=IolLq
 
22 C(I.K)=B(ItJ)*MASS4J4K)+C(IK)4
 
SUMI=00*
 
D0231=1'.IL4
 
D023K=IotLo
 
23 SUMI=SUMI+C(I*K)*C'(Kql)t
 
IF(CI.EQ.O.)GOT071,
 
TESTI=ABSCG/Cl),
 
71 13=0 9
 
sum=o.q
 
LAMX=O.s
 
D0201=19ILi
 
Z020J=1, I L, 
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20 	B (CI.j4=O..
 
D0211=14IL.
 
J=I,
 
21 	B (I,*J=1., 
D0191=11 *L 
DOI9J=IIL. 
19' AH(ItJ)=C(IJ).
 
26 1'5=0.
 
00311=1,IL.
 
31 XB( I)XG I)-.
 
8 D021=1,IL,
 
,X(I.)=O.l
 
D02J=1 IL.
 
2 X(I)=AH.J)*XB(J)}+X(1).
 
I5=I5+14
 
IF( S.LTo (16-10 )-)GOTOSO,.
 
WRITE(6,103)LAM,
 
50 	IF(IS.LE.16)GOT025,

WRITE(6ol'OS).
 
RETURN.
 
25 I-F%(CI.NE.O)GOTOI.
 
12=1,
 
D031=I.IL
 
IF(ABS(X( 12) )..G.ABS(X(1)) )GOT03,
 
I2=.
 r
 
3 	CONTINUE
 
GOTOS.
 
1 I2=11,
 
'5 LAM=ABS(Xr( I2-)).,
 
D061=1.*IL. 
6 	XLI )=X(1)/LAM,
 
DO18I-1,IL,
 
18 	XS(I)=XI)-,
 
TLAM=ASS((LAM-LAMX)/LAM),
 
IF(TLAM.LE.ER)GOT07.
 
,LAMX=LAM,
 
GOTo.
 
7 Q=ABS,((G/LAM)-Ci)t
 
SUM=SUM+LAM**2.
 
W=SORT(Q) 4
 
IP(CI.EQ.O.)GOTO7Ot
 
IF(ASS(LAM-TESTI).GT.ERI)GOT070.
 
W=O..
 
70 13=13+1
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WB(13,1)=LAM
 
WB(132)=W
 
WB(133)=SUM
 
WB(13.4)=15
 
D091=1..IL.
 
9 XV(It3)=X(1).
 
IF(13.LT. 14.)GOT030.
 
RETURN 9
 
30 DOI'01=1,IL,
 
DOIOK=I,.IL,
 
DOIOJ=I.IL..
 
10 	A(I.K)=X(-I)*X(J)*MASS(J,K)+A(I.IK),
 
0O21=1 .IL.
 
XB (1)=Oo,
 
DOI2J=I IL.
 
12 	XB (I)=X(J)*MASS'(J,.I)+XB (1),
 
DENO=XB (I)*X(11.4
 
D0131=2.1L,
 
13 	DENO=DENO+XB (1)*X(I),
 
00141=1.IL,
 
DOI"4J-.IsIL # 
14 	A(I.J)=A(IJ)/DENO.
 
DO01SI=IIL.
 
D015J=1olL.
 
15 A(I.J)=B (I1J)ZAClJ).
 
00161=ItIL.
 
DOI'6JrI*IL.
 
Y6'B ('I.J)=A{'JY.
 
D0171=19*IL.
 
0OI7K=I,IL
 
DOI7J=I.IL
AHC-9K)0.., 
0017J=1,IlL
 
17 AH(IK)=C(I.'J)*A(JK)+AH(I'.K),
 
GOT026
 
103 FORMArT(7Et6.8)
 
IOSo.FORMAT(IXI7HDOES NOT CONVERGE).
 
END,
 
